BRIEF ACTIVITY REPORT OF RURAL VOLUNTEERS
CENTRE (RVC) FOR THE PERIOD APRIL 2020-MARCH 2021
Foreword:
The year 2020-21, is one of the most critical years to the human being. The Covid-19 Pandemic has
brought the whole globe into a stalemate across every sector pertinent to existence and development of
human race. Whether it is Government’s across the world, UN bodies, Local Governance, International,
National, Local humanitarian agencies or any other agencies/institutions of any form the focus of works
of every entity across the period has been to prevent the spread of the pandemic as well as to response
to the impact of the pandemic. Being a Humanitarian and development Organization the works of RVC
during the period has also mainly focused on Covid-19 humanitarian response followed by Flood
response in Dhemaji, Majuli, Biswanath and Sonitpur District of Assam. The main sectors/thematic areas
across which RVC has focused on addressing humanitarian crises are “Awareness generation Covid-19
Pandemic”, “Management of flood relief camp in the context of Covid-19 Pandemic”, “Food and nutrition”,
“Water and Sanitation”, “Shelter” etc. Among the crises RVC has put its efforts to continue with its
Development initiatives. Few such efforts are “Impacting Rural India through Digital Inclusion” , “Promoting
Risk informed Gaon Panchayat Development Plan(GPDP)”, “Promoting Children and Women friendly Panchayats
within the GPDP through organizing Sishu and Mahila Gaon Sabha within the GPDP” etc.
The working areas of RVC during the period were been Dhemaji, Majuli, Biswanath and Sonitpur
Districts of Assam. So far in context with Dhemaji and Majuli Districts- Urban (in the context of Covid19 pandemic), Semi-urban (in the context of Covid-19) and Flood vulnerable Panchayats/Villages where
as in Biswanath and Sonitpur Districts particularly in Tea-garden areas.
We would also hereby like to take the opportunity to convey our hearty thanks to all those who have
enabled us to stand with the people who have interacted with one of the major crises that the human
race has interacted till date. We convey our hearty thanks to District Administrations of Dhemaji, Majuli,
Biswanath and Sonitpur for permitting us to carry on our activities as well as making us part of the
campaign to prevent spread of Covid-19 amidst of Covid-19 restrictions. We convey our hearty thanks
to District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) of Dhemaji and Majuli District for giving us opportunity
to be part of the Covid-19 Pandemic and Flood response. We convey our hearty thanks to Extension
centre, State Institute of Panchayat & Rural Development (SIPRD) of Lakhimpur and Jorhat Districts for giving
us opportunity to be part of the GPDP process in Dhemaji and Majuli Districts, “Model PHC, Silapathar,
Dhemaji”. We also hereby convey our hearty thanks to- “Action Aid Association (AAA)”, ‘Aid et Action”,
“Assam Foundation of North America (AFNA)”, “Association for India’s Development (AID)”, “ASHA Education”
“Churches Auxiliary for Social Action (CASA)”, Don Bosco Batch-2013”, “Icco”, “Jib Daya Foundation (JDF)”,
“and Nokia”, “Save the Children”, “UNICEF”, “XAHOX”. Herewith we are putting our major activities in
brief for the period FY 2020-2021.

Luit Goswami
Director, RVC

Activity-01: Awareness generation to prevent spread of Covid-19 Pandemic in
Dhemaji, Majuli, Biswanath and Sonitpur District of Assam:District covered-04/Block covered-10/Villages-covered-100+/Tea gardens covered15/Population covered-40000+
RVC in its 1st phase (one month campaign in the month of June) campaign (to prevent spread of
Covid-19) with support from UNICEF and in collaboration with District Administration Dhemaji
and Majuli District as well as Inter Agency Groups (network of Civil Society Organization working on
humanitarian response) of Dhemaji and Majuli Districts has undertaken massive awareness
generation campaign in both the
Districts. The campaigns have been
flagged-off by the Deputy Commissioner
in Dhemaji District where as by the
Circle Officer in Majuli District. The
campaign which mainly targeted the
urban, semi-urban and rural market
areas, flood relief camps, and flood
vulnerable/affected villages reached out
to 12,000+ population in Dhemaji
District and 10,000+ populations in
Majuli District. Representatives of
DDMAs & Office of the Circle Officers,
frontline workers (ASHA, AWW and
school teachers), PRI representatives
and Gaon burahs have actively
participated in the campaigns and
contributed towards making the
campaign success in the hard to reach
areas.
In its 2nd phase (in the month of July) of
campaign (to prevent spread of Covid19) RVC in collaboration District administration of Biswanath & Sonitpur as well as tea-garden
managements reached out to 5000+ populations of 10 nos of tea-gardens of Biswanath District
and 3000+ populations of 05 tea-gardens of Sonitpur District.
In its 3nd phase (3-days campaign in the month of September) campaign (to prevent spread of
Covid-19) with support from SC Johnson-Save the Children reached out to near 5000+
populations in Dhemaji and 5000+ populations in Majuli District.

Activity-02: Food basket support to petty vendors, daily wage labors, stranded
migrant workers, reverse migrants, women headed HHs, old aged persons HHs
etc:District covered-01/ Block covered-02/HHs covered-4686/Population covered25,500 (approximately)
One of the major interventions of RVC during the period 2020-2021 is stand with the critically
distressed people whose livelihood/income generation is hard hit by the Covid-19 pandemic. In
the process RVC has covered 4686 HHs (approximately 25,500 populations) in Dhemaji
District. The organizations/agencies that have extended support to reach these lot populations
in extreme distresses involves- Association Foundation of North America (AFNA)-475 HHs,
Action Aid Association (AAA)-110, CASA-100 HHs, Icco- 101, Jib Daya Foundation (JDF)-300,
Nokia & Save the Children-3000.

Activity-03: Hygiene-kit support to petty vendors, daily wage labors, stranded
migrant workers, reverse migrants, women headed HHs, old aged persons HHs
etc:District covered-02/Block covered-04/HHs covered-4725/Population covered-29,000
(approximately)
One of the major interventions of RVC during the period 2020-2021 is stand with the critically
distressed people whose livelihood is hard hit by the Covid-19 pandemic and they are of
essential need to maintain proper hygiene practices to keep themselves protected from the
Covid-19 pandemic. In the process RVC has covered 4725 HHs (approximately 29,000
populations) in Dhemaji and Majuli Districts. The organizations/agencies that have extended
support to reach these lots of populations in extreme distresses involves: Aid-et Action- 400
HHs, AFNA-245 HHs, CASA-300 HHs, Nokia & Save the Children-2250 HHs and SC Johnson
& Save the Children- 1630 HHs.

ACTIVITY-04: FOOD SUPPORT TO FLOOD AFFECTED PEOPLE IN DISTRESS:
District covered-01/Block covered-02/HHs covered-570/Population covered-3,500
(approximately)
Amidst of the Covid-19 pandemic crises 4 waves of flood hit the Dhemaji District of which the
3rd wave of flood which occurred in
the 2nd week of July 2020 is one of the
most devastating floods in the history
of Dhemaji District. 2-most severely
affected areas were Kobo Chapori
under Jonai revenue circle and
Simenmukh
under
Sissiborgaon
revenue circle. Although Government
had provided with food items under
Covid-19 as well as flood respond but

the displaced HHs who had lost their houses to erosion were in dire needs of food items. In its
effort to stand with this lot of population in distress RVC mobilized support to 570 HHs
(approximately 3500 population) with food packages. The organizations/agencies extended
support to RVC to reach out these lots of population involves- Association for India’s
Development (AID)-495 HHs and Xahox-75 HHs.
Activity-05: Hygiene-kit/Dignity kit support to flood affected people in distress:District covered-02/ Block covered-03/HHs covered-3386/Population covered20,000 (approximately).
To ensure that the severely flood affected population (mainly the displaced populations taking
shelter on Government designated relief camps and temporary makeshift camps) managed to
maintain proper hygiene practices RVC had mobilized hygiene-kit support to 3386 HHs
(approximately
3000
populations). The
agencies/organiza
tion
extended
support to reach
out to this lot of
population
involves- AAA324 HHs, AFNA324 HHs, AID
(538 HHs) and
UNICEF (2200
HHs)
Activity-06: Supplementing shelter needs of the flood affected displaced population
in distress:
District covered-01/Block covered-02/HHs covered-173/Population covered-1250
(approximately).

To ensure decent and safe shelter provision for the flood affected displaced population RVC
mobilized tarpaulins for 173 nos of HHs. The agencies/organizations extended support to reach
out this lot of populations are- AAA (50 HHs), AFNA (50 HHs) and Don Bosco-2013 batch (73
HHs).

Activity-07: Assisting District administrations on setting up model flood relief
camps and activating Child friendly Spaces in emergencies (CFSie):
District covered-02/ Revenue circle covered-03/Relief camps-06.
Two major initiatives under disaster management of “Government of Assam” in the year 2020
was setting up of model flood relief camps in the context of Covid-19 pandemic as well as
setting up Child friendly spaces in emergencies (CFSie). In the context Assam State Disaster
Management Authority (ASDMA) issued directives, guidelines and protocols. RVC has
supported the District administrations of Dhemaji and Majuli on setting and managing the flood

relief camps as per the
issued
guidelines
to
contain spread of Covid19 pandemic. RVC has
also assisted the District
administrations of the
both
Districts
on
activating
the
Child
Friendly
Spaces
in
emergencies (CFSie) as
per the issued guidelines. In total RVC had been engaged in 6 nos of relief camps by the District
administrations of which 4 nos in Dhemaji District and 2 nos in Majuli District.

Activity-08: Setting up of Child friendly space (CFS) in makeshift camp locations:
District covered -01/Revenue circle covered-02/Panchayats covered-04/Villages
covered-05/Children covered-300 (approximately).
Although Government sets up CFSie
in the designated flood relief camps
which immensely benefits the children
in the camps, still a huge chunk of
children of the severely flood affected
villages who don’t move to the
designated relief camps because of
several reasons are left out of from
the services rendered by the CFSie. In
its effort to bridge this gap and reach
out to the children at the last mile, RVC with support from SC Johnson and Save the Children
had established and run(for a period of 3-months), 5-nos of CFS in remote flood affected
locations of Dhemaji District.
Activity-09: Construction of Flood resilient hand-pumps (Hand pumps on raised
concrete stilts):
Safe drinking water crisis is a major issue that the flood affected/vulnerable populations have
been interacting since long across the flood plains of
Assam leading to health hazards. One of the efforts that
the INGOs and NGOs are practicing to address the crisis
is “Construction of flood resilient Hand-pumps (hand
pumps on raised concrete stilts). RVC has also been
regularly putting its effort towards mobilizing resources

to this end since 2004 onwards.
In continuation with the efforts RVC during the period 2020-2021 constructed 3-nos of “Raised

hand-pumps” with support from Assam Foundation of North America (AFNA) in 3 most flood
vulnerable locations of Dhemaji District. The hand-pumps are been constructed in Ajarbari and
Nepali Pathar villages under Muktiyaar Panchayat and No.2 Uluwoni village under Ramdhan
Dikhari Panchayat of Sissiborgaon and Jonai revenue circle respectively.
Activity-10: Promoting Risk informed Gaon Panchayat Development Plan (GPDP)
and facilitating “Sishu Gaon Sabha” and “Mahila Gaon Sabha” within the GPDP
process:
District covered-01/Block Covered-03/Panchayats covered-27
It is accepted across the globe that “Mainstreaming disaster risk reduction in development

planning” is key in to facilitate development in disaster prone areas. Years long experiences of
working in disaster prone areas has taught RVC the same lesson. With the understanding RVC
during the period 2020-2021, with support from UNICEF and in collaboration with “State

Institute of Panchayat & Rural Development (SIPRD)worked towards “Promoting Risk Informed
GPDP” in 27 Gaon Panchayats of Dhemaji(in 15 nos of GP) and Majuli District (12 nos of GP).
In the process, RVC along with SIPRD organized 6 nos (5 in Dhemaji District and 01 in Majuli
District) of “Sishu Gaon Sabha” and 02 nos (in Dhemaji District) of “Mahila Gaon Sabha”.
Activity-11: SMARTPUR- Impacting Rural India through Digital Inclusion:
District covered-01/ Block covered-02/Panchayat covered-05/HHs covered3000/Population covered-15,000.
Digital inclusion is on date considered as most potential tool to facilitate development. Digital
inclusion is one of foremost priorities of Government of India. From the year 2020-2021, RVC
is also putting its efforts to bridge the digitalgaps (Rural-Urban divide) through promoting
digital knowledge, skills and accessibility in 20
nos of remote villages of Dhemaji District
under 5 Panchayats of MSTD and
Sissiborgaon blocks. The project, titled as
“SMARTPUR” is been focusing on 4-pillars
namely “Education”, “Livelihood”, “Governance”,
and “Financial inclusion”. In the process with
support from Nokia & Save the Children 20
nos of “Digital Service Centres” (3-nos of
Hub centres and 17-nos of Spoke centres)
are been promoted in the 20 nos of project

villages with all modern/up-to-date amenities. It is expected that the project with the current
volume of works the project will benefit near about 15,000 populations from 3000 HHs.

